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1, Introduction 

If the transfer matrix T of a classical statistical mechanics is positive and 

has no zero eigenvalue Jane can associate to this theory a quantum theory where 

the Hamiltonian H is defined by H ~ - lnT. The positivity of T is implied by 

the reflection positivity of the statistical mechanics; euclidean lattice gauge 

theories have this property for the standard actions /1, 2/. The absence of 

zero eigenvalues of T in the thermodynamic limit, however, is an apparently hard 

problem which remained unsolved over several years /3/. 

In striking contrast to the difficulties which complicate a direct proofJthe 

solution becomes simple if one formulates the problem in terms of the algebra of 

observables of the quantum theory. This is possible for finite gauge groups and 

has first been carried out in /4/. The argument is the following one. 

The local transfer matrices TA implement (non * -) automorphisms of the algebra 

of local observables ~ , -

cx/::, (A) = 
-1 

~A~ 
In a theory with finite range interactions these automorphisms converge to a 

(non* -) automorphism ~i of Cl which may be interpreted as time translation 

by one unit in imaginary direction. 

A ground state ~0 is defined to be a state with 

({.) wo O(i = £.)0 

(ii) 0 :< W 0 (A*o< 1(A)),.; w
0

(A"A) , A.- Ol 

I 1.1 I 

I 1. 2 I 

Limits of local ground states fulfil these conditions. In the GNS-representation 

7r of (l with cyclic vector Q inducing W
0 

one can define the transfer matrix T 

by 

Tn(A)Q 1r "''(A) 0 A€ 01 

From ( 1.2)' T is a positive contraction with Tn =a . Since oti is an 

automorphism of Of. and f2 is cyclic for Ol. , the range of T is dense in the 

( 1. 3) 
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representation space de1t, hence T cannot have a zero eigenvalue. The inverse 
of T is densely defined and is given by the formula 

T-
1

" (A}Q = 
-1 

Jrcx, (A)D. , A e: Ol 

The inverse of ot; , i.e. the translation in negative euclidean time, has no 

simple counterpart in the statistical mechanics. This might explain why this 
argument has been overlooked before (as far as I know). 

I 1. 4 I 

In the case of a continuous gauge group essentially the sa~e argument applies, 
but the unboundedness of the inverses of the local transfer matrices causes some 
problems. I treat this case in Section 2. In Section 3 the equivalence of the 
algebraic approach with the statistical mechanical approach is shown. In parti

cular it is proven that as a consequence of the DLR equations for the Gibbs state 
of the statistical mechanics the ground state GJ

0 
of the quantum system is locally 

normal. 

2. The Inverse of the Transfer Matrix 

d 
lattice '£. , d ~ 2 and a compact group G, the gauge Consider the hypercubic 

group. For each box 1\ in zd., B{ 6) denotes the set of positively oriented 
bonds and P(~) the set of positively oriented plaquettes in A, The set of 
local configurations is 

G0. = lT Gb 
b€ 8(6) 

where for each bE 8(6) Gb is a copy of G, and 

deA: l}CGA) 

(2.1) 

I 2.21 

the space of square integrable functions on a6 with respect to normalized Haar 
!l<easure, is the Hilbert space of local state vectors. The algebra of local ob
servablcs in A is defined to be the algebra of all bormded operators in JfA : 

Ot( ~) '13(!')) 12.3) 
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If !), C 6~ J (){.(0 1) can be identified with a subalgebra of Cl(~). Using 
these identifications one can introduce the algebra of all local observables by 

Ct ; u 
II 

or. ( ~) ( 2. 4) 

The dynamics of 

which stem from 

integral kernel 

the system is characterized by local transfer matrices 'A E. O'l.(!:j) 
an euclidean action. As operator on .'l2

(GA) J T has the following 
- 6 

"T,_1~,~'J • ~u: C [ 1f0~<p>l+ ;rt?~'<p>l] 
- pEPI6l 

+ c ;y-11(!,)~'(6)-1)} 
b< E(6) 

{ 2. 5) 

·.;here CI8(P) denotes an element in the conjugacy class of the product of g{b) 
for the bonds b in the boundary of p and where r is a real continuous invariant 
function on G of positive type. 

TA is a positive operator of Hilbert-Schmidt class. It has no zero eigenvalue if 

a;d only if in the expansion of er as a linear combination of simple characters 
each character occurs with a positive weight. This condition is satisfied e.g. if 
~ is a positive multiple of the character of a selfconjugate faithful represen
tation of G /5/. 

We now ":ant to prove that under this condition also the global transfer matrix 

this purpose we try to define the imaginary time has no zero eigenvalue. 

translation ~t . Since 

For 
-1 

Ttl is not bounded in general we have to find a suitable 
domain of definition for O<i 

First we introduce the (non * -) automorphism of Ot implemented by the multipli

cation part of T~ 

(3<A) ~ 

!} t z« 
t .C:: ;rC ~~ 'P'l A e pEP(~) 

- f r=- ;rl '"s<p>l 
e P<PI0l (2.6) 

Due to the compactness of the gauge group and the continuity of .:r> ~{A) exists 

for all AE Ol. 
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The convolution part of T~ is also invertible, but the inverse is not bounded 
in general. Let 

e'~" - I:: Cis 'f~ 
~ 

be the expansion of c"( as a linear combination of simple 

denote the operator of convolution by 

convolution part ell, of T6 is 
;r! ( .. (b)) on ~_6 

c~ " 1r 
b~ B(~) 

(I:: c P~cl.)) 
~ ~ ~ 

with the (in general) unbounded inverse 

Let 

-1 

c1 " 1f 
hB{6) 

(L. 
~ 

_, 
c~ 1 (!,)) 

a,t6J = u p 0!.(1\) p 
p -

(2.7) 

characters. Let P~ (b) 
for hE '8 (~). Then the 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

where P runs over the set of projections on the finite dimensional subrepresen

tations of the left regular representation of G,1 on ;f'
1 

, and let 

Otf = u 
6. 

Olt ( 6) 

For each bond b we define an automorphism yb on Clf by 

-1 
P~ (I,) A 1-· (b) r~, CAJ = L cS c~, 

5.~· 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

If A' C{.fl~) and biB(~), lt acts trivially on A. Therefore 

the limit 

r cAJ = .e.:... 7f rb tA> (2.13) 

6 'z.."' b. 8(6) 

exists for all M, a+ ' and t is a (non * -) automorphism of or~. 

'v --...- -"""--V-~---....... 
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-1 
Now we can define the imaginary time translation ex, for all A E lJ(o<l)= (3 (CJ[f) 
by 

~i (A) flr(J(AJ (2.14) 

Then for each A< Sloe,) and for A sufficiently large we have the relation 

o<.(AJ T = T A 
' 1\ A 

(2. 15) 

and oc, {A) is uniquely fixed by ( 2. 15). 

1J (Ol;:) is a subalgebra of 0( with the following density property: for each (2 
there exists some ()1 ::l ~ such that Ct.C_t:.) is contained in the w*-closure of 

~(O(i) n ct (61) , considered as a subalgebra of the von Newnann algebra ()({~1). 

The inverse ~i. of oci has domain !i)(O<_~)- {l(Oti) and is defined by 

-1 -1 -1 
oc_,CA) = (3 1 (l (A) (2. 16) 

2){0(_J has the same density property as ~<O!:t) 

A ground state of ct with respect to ~i is defined to be a locally normal(*) 

state (..) on Ol with • 
(i) QoO(i (A) = t..>o(A) 

(_l..'i) 0 ~ w.(A•.,,(A)) ,; w.CA~A) (2.17) 

for all A~ 2><o<i) . Let W
0 

be a ground state and (1f 1 'ae) Q) the 

corresponding GNS-representation which is characterized by the relation 

(2. 18) 
( Q, x(A) 0.) = '"'• (A) I A E 01 

(*) 
We recall that a state £.l on Ol is locally normal if for every t:! there 

exists some density matrix o in ;Je with ~ I'J A:::cu(A) for all AE:OlO\). lA A ')t -
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Then the transfer matrix T is defined as an operator in de by 

TX"(A)Q- ""'i(A)Q Ae2l<<><,l (2. 191 

The density property of :lJ(O<() together with the local normality of W 0 implies 

that Sb(~i)(2 is dense in de , hence Tis densely defined. From (2,15) Tis a 

positive contraction. 

That T cannot have an eigenvalue zero is now obvious from the fact that its 

inverse) 

-1 
T x(A)Q = r.o<_JA) Q , A< ~(oc_J 

is densely defined. 

3. Equivalence with the Statistical Mechanical Approach 

( 2.201 

The euclidean lattice gauge theory corresponding to the quantum system which was 

introduced in Section 2 is defined on the hypercubic latt-ice Z d+ 1 with action 

s = 
many 

:!:=: ;rO~ <p>) p 
bond variables g(b). 

Euclidean fields are continuous functions f of finitely 

Let < · > denote a Gibbs state of the system, This means 

that < · ") satisfies the DLR equations /6, 7/ 

< f > = < ""t.. ( f) > ( 3.1 I 

for all euclidean fields f and all finite sets of bonds L. Here ~(f) denotes 

the function 

-1 

""L ( n <'i> = ZL c~> ~ 1r c~a'cbH<s'> 
b<L 

2:::: ;rl~~'<p>) 
e P~~·L I ' 

~ il.)= ~~I.~I.4L (3.21 

where o•L is the set of plaquettes which contain bonds of L in their boundary 

and where z
1

(g) is fixed by the condition 

,.,.,L(1><a> = 1 ( 3.31 

-~~ 
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Iff depends only on variables g{b) with b € L then 

""'t' I ""'c <f) <<a> I 
~ 

" ~ f d~ I f<oa->1 ( 3.4 I 

hence < > can be uniquely extended to ~ 1 - functions of finitely many variables. 

Note that due to (3.1) < ·) is automatically invariant under gauge transformations 

(Absence of spontaneous breakdown of gauge symmetry (cf. /8/}). 

A construction of a Hilbert space and a positive transfer matrix is possible if the 

Gibbs state ( • ) is translation invariant in the a-direction and fulfils reflection 

positivity at the hyperplanes x 0 = 0 and x0 = i in the temporal gauge (see e.g. /9/). 

This condition can be described in the following way. 

Let ~ denote the set of euclidean fields which are invariant under gauge trans-

formations at points not contained in the (x0 D)-hyperplane. These functions 

are fixed by their restrictions to the set 'Itt of configurations g satisfying the 

temporal gauge condition g(b) = 1 for all bonds b pointing in the a-direction. In 

the following we shall identify the functions in T with their restriction to~. 

By "t"
11 

we denote translation in T' by n steps in a-direction 

(<ntl<s> = ~ ( ~") '3 E ~f 
' 

( 3. s I 

with g (b)= g(b + n(1, 0)), and by G the operation n -

(G.f)c~l = + ( ~") ) ~ E ~f ( 3.61 

with ~.3-(b),~(.,(b)), where :J denotes the reflection through the (x0 Ol-

hyperplane. 

Let 1: c. T be the set of fields which depend only on bond variables g( b) with 

b in the half space x0 2 0. Then the condition of reflection positivity at hyper

planes (x 0 = O) and (x0 = i), respectively, reads 

(i> <<G.f).f> ?. 0 

liil < ( 0.f) ,, f > ):. 0 
( 3. Tl 

for all f c; 1';, 

~ ~A-
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' We recall that the physical Hilbert space Je is the completion of 'J;. /Y, equiped 

with the "alar product (J,,;r .f•...V}=<(G'-lf> where .K-ff•T. <(Gfl.('>~o] " ) .... ) 

and that the transfer matrix T is the positive contraction in ~ with 

' TI.('•K) r, f + K I 3.8) 

(See e.g. /3/). 

We now want to show that < · ) defines .a ground state W
0 

of the quantum system 

(01., OC') of Sect. ion 2 such that there is a unitary operator U from the GNS-Hilbert 
' space at onto ae such that 

' (il UT • T U 

(ii) U 1t (f) = f'ol U I 3.91 

. . . ,.(o) ,.. to>) (.{) · Z for all multlpllcatlOU operators f where 1' (~) = i ( ca , «A J C. E: , denotes 

the restriction of g onto the set of bonds in the (x0 = i)-hyperplane, identified 

with zd.. and f(o) acts by multiplication on t /){ (note that ,rt•'...t c y 

Let A € Cl(~) , We associate to A two functions E± (A)£ T: 

E+(A)t'Al = 

E_ (A) c-al • 

~ 
~,tZ~ 

.t.;.,., 
!>, ? z« 

( AT l I ••> '") IT. I~ <•> w) ~. ~ ' 'A !'11 J ~ 

(-1) (0) (-1) £•> 
17f.All-a ,~ Jl~ ~~ ,~ J 

-1 - 1 

I 3.1o) 

Due to the finite range of interactions the limits exist and are reached already 

for a finite !!: 1. Since ~1 is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator in ~11. 1 with continuous 

integral kernel, E+(A) and E_(A) are ~2 -functions. For a multiplication operator 

f one has the relations 

We now set 

E"+ (fA) 

~'"- tA fl 

W
0 

(A) 

.f <•> £t (A) 

= E"_(A) .('to> 

= < £+(A)) 

I 3.11 l 

I 3.12) 
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~o is a locally normal linear functional on Ol . For the investigation of its 

properties we use the following lemma. 

Lemma: Let AJ BE Ol( ~) , and let L be the set of bonds in {oJ "'!J: 
Then 

ti> 9E",(Al = t=_(A'") 

lii) "'t.. (£.,.(A)) = "'L ( E_ IAl) 

lii<) ..,~(E+(Ag))= ""t..U:_(A)t="+ISJ) 

liv) c.,.l"< (AJ) = -r1 £_{A) 

I < 
Proof: Let At9oJ ca.> and Bt,.J,.) de~ote the integral kernels of A and B, 

respectively, considered as operators on ~~ We use the abbreviations 

Mt'a,l = ~ { ~ " ~n~.'P'>1 
P< ~ B(('l) 

N l'A.,'a:> = ....,. f c. ;r ( 'l· (l.) ,~ (1,)-1) 1 

Then for ~ £ 

E,CA)t"Al* 

E_(A)t~l= 

"• 8(~) 

!it 
s 1J" J.~. (b) 
•• 8(6) 

M tt,l 
(o)) --

Ac\o) ~ · M <-a'"') 
'" N<s., 'A- > 

N (o) (i)\ 

(% ' ~ I 

1 1f o1 ~. Cbl Ac ~ .. : 'J,l · 
"• B(6) 

(•1) 

Mca.l Nta • t.l 
Mt '"'J W< ,_,, l 

~ \ J ~-

I ~·(l·>=s''}l.\"i~l 

/,.m~ t(•>.~t 8@ 

Now (i) follows from the fact that the integral kernel of A.,. is A~,,.J,~) 
Ac~~ 1 ~.) • (ii) is a special case of (iii) (B = 1). 

(iii) The mean~ has the form 

....... ( _(:)(~) = r lT «'I') r 'M< , .. ,J'Nt ,_,, "''JN '''' '"; l ~· t''Al -a 1 .~ ,, .~I· 
b< L 7 (&.)-'A ll.l, 

b; L 
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Inserting for { E+(.l\.13) and E~(A)E+(B), respectively, gives (iii). 

(iv) follows from (3.10) and (2.15): 

f+I<><;IAJ)c~J = ( (AJT ) ( (0) '''! I T ( (0) '"! 
"'c 1\ 'a ''a II ~ ' ~ 

- 1 -1 

= ( T A ) ( <o> "') 
1\ '.\ ' '.\ -, 

I T c <o> "'J 
1\ ~ ' ~ _, 

T £(A) ' -

q.e.d. 

Theorem: (..)
0 

is a ground state of Ot with respect to ai 

Proof: Using (3.1), (3.7), (3.12) and the Lemma, we find 

w 0 CA•A) = < r=.<A.Al) = <E_CA">E.IA))= ((GE.<AlJE.IAl> >- o 

hence (.j
0 

is a state. For A € .f>>.oci.) J 

W 0 ot,:(A) <E.coc,CAl)> = <r,E:_(A)) < E_ (Al>- <E. lA)> = '-'o IAJ, 

so w
0 

is invariant under ()(L .Furthermore 

"'.cA•",(Al)- <£.1A•oc,IAll> = < E_(A•l E.(oc,(A))> 
A 

= <10E.(Alh,E_(A)) = <(BE+(A))T,E+CAl> = (f:+(Al+X, TIC.IA)+)()) 

where the 4th equality sign 

set L1 :::; [1} )( 8(6,) since 

follows from the Lemma together with (3. 1) for the 

..,.,Ll ( .f L, ) • + ...,L/''1) if f does not depend on variables 

g(b) with b < L, . Since T is a positive contraction W
0 

is a ground state. 

q.e.d. 

We now have the means to prove (3.9). Let 

U 1tiAl 0. = E+IAl +% I 3.13) 
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'de have 

II U" (A) Q 11 2 /IE+IA)+KII'= ((GE+IAl)E+IA)> =<£+1A~A))=w0 1A•A) 

11-rr(A)Q/12 
) 

so U is an isometry, Moreover, for a multiplication operator f from (3.11) 

U .-(.1') "'(A)Q U x (fA) Q = £+I{ A)+ K = fc•'E.IA) + ){' 

= f"'' U " (Al Q 

hence ;.'e have (3.9) (ii). F'inally, for A E ~(0(~) 

UTdA)Q = U.-cx,CA)Q= E+u<,CA))+Jr- r_,E_(A)+)f' 

=,,..,LIE (AJJ+)( = '.., (£ IAJ)+Y = T E.IAJ+}f- T<E.IA)+Jf) 
- 1 L. + 1 

TUJrlA)Q 

thus (3.9) (i) follows from the density of K(Sto.::tJ.)Q in de . It remains 

' ' to show that af:= Ude . But Udf is invariant under T and under multiplication 

•..;ith time zero fields and contains (1+)1") , thus U4f'-"Jf. 

4. Concluding Remarks 

In this paper I treated only the case of a pure gauge theory. It is easy to see 

that the same methods work in the case where a bounded Higgs field is coupled to 

the gauge theory. For unbounded Higgs fields and for Fermi fields technical com

plications may occur which have not been investigated so far. 

The absence of zero eigenvalues of the transfer matrix is necessary for the 

existence of a time evolution of the time zero fields. It does not imply, however, 

that there is any trace of Einstein causality for this evolution. This is connected 

with the open question whether the norm closure or a~ least the weak closure of 

the quantum algebra of observables is invariant under time evolution. A clarifi~ 

cation of these points would be very important for a direct physical interpretation 

of lattice gauge theories before the continuum limit has been performed. 
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